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Excellant instructor, who knows Theatre. Extremely helpful and fair, answers emails immediately, gradeing is
exactly what you earned, but come prepared to read plays,write,test,be quizzed. However, if you are absent or
late, your grade goes, she don't play...when it comes to you attendance. I guarantee an easy "A" if you show up.
and participate!
SHE WAS GREAT SHE REALLY KNOWS HER STUFF. AS LONG AS YOU COME TO CLASS AND TAKE NOTES THERE IS
NO WAY YOU CAN FAIL. ALL EXAMS WERE FROM HER NOTES. SHE PROVIDED STUDY GUIDES WHICH MATCHED
THE TEST PERFECTLY!!! I STRONGLY RECOMMENDED HER!!!
Great professor, as long as you attend class and pay attention it will be an easy A
very friendly, she isn't a hard grader but you can only have 2 absences if you have more your grade will be
affected.
I appreciated your enthusiasm and examples shared in class, great cultural enlightenment.
Absolutely amazing. Learned about how to teach a class w/ people in it that don't want to take it which was very
important for my career. Making me appreciate theatre was a hard task b/c I wasn't looking fwd to it at all & by
the end I apprecitated & had a new outlook on the buisness. I wish you luck. You are absolutely a wonderful
person & are definitely in the right field.
The instructor was very clearly every class seemed like a performance and it was excellent. She was passionate
about what she was teaching. We covered a lot of material in depth. She was very fair and clear. She is an
excellent instructor and really cares. Also she knows what she is talking about. Very helpful.
Very organized. Amaing. She was always enthusiastic. Fair grader! Loved her grading system. Picked
interesting readings that students enjoyed. She was an amazing instructor. Would recommend her to a lot of
students amazing personality. And you can tell she loves this subject.
I really enjoyed this class. The teacher was always upbeat & she made the class enjoyable.
I LOVED THIS CLASS! I honestly have such an appreciation for theatre now and loved Prof. Goff. She really
showed she cares. This teacher was the best and I would take more theatre class though I do not need them just
to be in her class again! I really enjoyed her! Thank you professor!
Jennifer Goff's enthusiasm made me excited to come to this class!!!
Very enthusiastic; interested in having students feel the same way about theatre as herself.
Overall, I learned a lot and enjoyed this course. The instructor is very intelligent and fun to talk with. The
instructor was well organized and clare about the material. Very enthusiastic and enjoyed teaching. Answered
questions and was helpful to me. Very knowledgeable and experienced with theatre. Grading was explained and
fair. Assignments were fun and helped me understand the material.
She was very organized, clear when talking & explaining things. She was very enthusiastic. She semed always
happy & energetic. She was nice also. The group interactions were always fun & entertaining. The grading was
fair. The exams were not hard if you study or pay attention. All the readings were very interesting. Great
professor. She knows a lot about the subject and about current things. You're awesome! Cool professor. YOu
know so much things & are funny. I learned a whole lot & I'm happy I took this class.
Wonderful, I highly recommend anyone to take this course with Jen Goff. I learned a lot. Amazing semester.

